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The  paper shows how compiler correctness can be proved, provided that semantics 
of the source language is defined by recursion on the definition of  its syntax. The  
exposition is done by way of an easy example. 
The present paper expounds the method of proving compiler correctness we 
outlined in [6] and [9]. The bulk of this method is a platonic conception of semantics 
developed independently from but very similar to that of [21] (see also [20]). According 
to this conception, semantics consists in a correspondence b tween syntactic objects 
(strings of symbols) and mathematical objects considered as having an independent 
existence in some platonic heaven, in this case between programs and sequence-to- 
sequence partial recursive functions. The correspondence b tween a program and a 
sequence-to-sequence function rests on the fact that a program intuitively causes a 
sequence of input data to be transformed into a sequence of output data (see also 
[12, 13]). 
It  should be stressed that the conception just outlined does not implicate any 
reference to states of a machine on which the program is supposed to be run and that 
therefore such conception might be seen as a further step on the way from machine, 
oriented semantics towards abstract semantics for programming languages (see 
[1, 15-19, 21, 22]). 
We define here a simple source language and a simple target language and a compiler 
from the former to the latter. We prove the correctness of this compiler by induction 
on the syntactic definition of the source language. The method we use for the proof 
applies whenever the semantic definition of the source language is given by recursion 
on its syntactic definition. We have chosen particularly simple languages to explain 
this method by way of an example as simple as possible. 
* Th is  author revised the paper while visiting with the Computer  Sciences Department  of the 
IBM Thomas  J. Watson Research Center which he wants to thank for its warm hospitality. 
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In [1] and inductive proof of the correctness ofa compiler from a language based on 
the Herbrand-G6del definition of recursive function into Turing machines is given. 
It does not use a grammar to define syntax and semantics i not tied directly to the 
syntax; therefore the techniques are rather different from the ones used here. The 
essential tool for the semantical definition of our source language isone of the inductive 
characterizations of the class of sequence-to-sequence partial recursive functions given 
in [10] (see also [3, 8, 12, 13]). As concerns the features of the source language it may 
be remarked that it makes no distinction between expressions and statements (and 
therefore makes no use of assignment s atements) and that it avoids GOTO statements, 
IF statements and labels (see [2, 23, 24]) by using only loops of type WHILE. 
In Section 1 we define the source language; in Section 2 we define the target 
language; in Section 3 we give a mathematical form to the intuitive notion of 
compiler correctness; in Section 4 we define the compiler; and in Section 5 we prove 
its correctness. 
1. THE SOURCE LANGUAGE 
The source language SL is intended to allow handling of sequences of natural 
numbers. The language SL can be designated as a general purpose language for 
arithmetic omputation i so far as any partial recursive function is computable by 
some program in SL. On the other hand we have consciously chosen to give SL a very 
simple structure because it is intended to be more an easy example (in order to 
show how our method for proving correctness works) than a language for practical 
applications. 
In order to avoid multiple induction in the definition of SL we avoid any distinction 
between (arithmetic) expressions and statements and introduce the only notion of 
program. Elementary programs are names of functions and are composed by operators, 
which are analogous to those of combinatory logic, without using variables. 
Programs in SL are intended to be run by a system which accepts astring consisting 
of the program itself followed by the data string. For example as in APL one may write 
the string [ 3.5 and get 4 as a result, so in SL one may write the string SUC 2 and 
get 3 as a result. The syntax of SL is defined in BNF as follows. 
(program): = ZERO [ SUC [PRED [ 
RISHIFT (program)] 
LESHIFT (program)] 
LOOP (program)] 
((program); (program)). 
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As variables for programs we will use the letters "p" and "q." In [6, 8-10, 12, 13] we 
have introduced a set of sequence-to-sequence partial recursive functions and we have 
characterized it in many ways. In [6, 9, 12, 13] we have suggested to consider such 
functions as mathematical counterparts of programs. The semantics of SL is given by 
defining a mapping M of the set of programs SL into the set of functions mentioned 
above. M(p)  is intended to be the meaning of the program p, i.e., the function which is 
supposed to be computed when p is run. 
We recall the definition of left and right cylindrification and of repetition of a func- 
tion f [3 ,  10, 13]: 
Cf(momi "" ink) ~_ mof(mi ... mk) 
f e(mo "'" ink-link) ~" f (mo "'" ink-i) mk 
fV(mi  "" m~) = n~ "" nk 
if a j  exists such thatff(m 1 "- mk) = On 2 ... n k and this holds for no number less thanj  
otherwise fV(m i -" ink) is undefined. The symbol "~"  expresses that if either of the 
members of the equation is defined so is the other and they are equal. 
In displaying sequences of numbers we avoid the usual brackets and commas 
notation to have the possibility of expressing the concatenation f sequences by simply 
writing them side by side without any concatenation symbol. 
The function M is defined by recursion on the inductive definition of the set SL as 
follows. 
M(ZERO): 
M(SUCC):  
M(PRED):  
M(R ISHIFTp) :  
M(LESHIFTp) :  
M(LOOPp) :  
M((p; q)): 
= 0, the zero function of zero arguments; 
~- S, the successor function; 
----- P, the predecessor function; 
c(M(p)),  the left cylindrification of M(p); 
= (M(p) )  c, the right cylindrification of M(p);  
= (M(p))v, the repetition of M(p);  
= M(p)  o M(q),  the composition of M(p)  and M(q). 
According to our definition of the meaning of programs in SL, a program R ISHIFTp  
(respectively, LESHIFT  p) is intended to cause p to act on the data strings while 
neglecting the first (respectively, the last) item, i.e., to shift the application ofp  to the 
right (respectively, to the left); a program LOOP p causes p to act on the data string 
repeatedly until a string is obtained whose first item is zero; such first item, after 
having been used for the test, is erased. As concerns the strength of the language SL 
it can be noted that the set of functions which are meaning of programs in SL coincides 
with the class of all sequence-to-sequence partial recursive functions with codomain 
different from N o and it contains all traditional partial recursive functions [10]. 
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From this point of view SL is then a general purpose language despite its structural 
simplicity. 
2. THE TARGET LANGUAGE 
The target language TL  is intended to allow handling of sequences of symbols. It is 
a slight generalization of NIarkov's normal algorithms without concluding formulas. 
It is well known that the language of Markov's normal algorithms is general purpose 
in the sense that any partial recursive function is computable by them and this holds 
also for Markov's normal algorithms without concluding formulas (see [4-7, 11, 14], 
and the remark at the end of Section 1) and then for TL. 
On the other hand we have chosen the target language TL  because of its simple 
syntactic structure and its rudimentary semantics which reduces computing to the 
intuitive operation of replacement. Elements of TL  will be called algorithms. We define 
the syntax of TL  as follows. Our alphabet is B -~ {[,], [~, A, B, a, b}. Let us write for 
short ~ instead of [[~[ and ]~ instead of ][~]. An algorithm is a word of the form 
~PI~P2~ ... ~P2,_l~P~,3 which can be univocally decomposed into a sequence of word 
pairs called formulas (productions): 
[Pi][Pi+I~. 
For the univocity of the decomposition it suffices that in every word Pi for any subword 
there is just one ~ matching with it. 
As concerns the semantics of TL  we recall first the following notions. 
An algorithm A simply transforms a string S into a string T and we write 
A:S~- -T  
iff T is obtained by taking the first formula EPi~[Pi+13 of A with Pi occurring in S 
(supposing that there is at least one such formula) and replacing the left most occur- 
rence of Pi in S by Pi+l. 
An algorithm A transforms a string S into a string T and we write 
A:S~ T 
iff there is a sequence of strings S O ----- S, S 1 .... , S~ ~ T (with 0 ~< n) such that 
A: Si_ 1 ~- Si for every i with 0 < i ~ n. 
A string S is not amenable to an algorithm A and we write 
A: S -~ 
iff there is no formula ~Pi~ei+l] in A such that Pi occurs in S. 
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An algorithm A naturally transforms a string S into a string T and we write 
A:S~ T~ 
i f fA: S ~ Tand A: T~.  
An algorithm A is applicable to a string S iff there is a string T such that A naturally 
transforms S into T, i.e., if[ the process of applying A to S converges. The semantics 
of TL  is now given by defining a mapping N of the language TL  into the set of word 
functions: 
N(A): = {<S, T ) ]A :  S ~ T--~}. 
3. FROM SL TO TL 
After having defined SL and TL  we now want to study the relationship between 
them. To this end let us recall the intuitive notion of simulation; and algorithm A of 
TL  is intuitively said to simulate a program p of SL if it transforms the codification 
of an input sequence of numbers into the codification of an output sequence of numbers 
in the same way as p transforms the former sequence into the latter. In computer 
practice the codification R used for input sequences i mostly the same as the codifica- 
tion r used for output sequences but in the general case these codifications R and r 
may be different as those we have chosen here. 
R(A): = NA;  
R(n I ... nk): = E]A(OB)  n~ ... [3A(EIB)'~; 
r(A): = Da; 
r(n a . . .  nk): : Na([]b)  "1 ... Oa(Nb)  nk. 
For any number theoretic function f its codified function Cf  is the function which 
transforms the codification of sequences of numbers in the same way as f transforms 
the sequences themselves, i.e., 
Cf  : {(R(m 1 "" m~), r(n 1 "" n~)) ] f (m 1 "" mn) = n 1 "" nk). 
Note that if R coincides with r then Cf  = r o f  o r - l ,  i.e., the codified coincides with the 
conjugate (compare [3, Section III]). For any word function g and any set of sequences 
of numbers S, the limitation ofg to S is the function g I S which is defined only for the 
codification of sequences of S and which transforms uch sequences in the same way 
as g does, i.e., 
g ] Sh :=  {(R(ml" ' "  mh), g(R(m~.. ,  mh)) I Cry. . .  m~) e s}.  
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In the following "fi" is used for short to denote the meaning M(p) of p and "A" is 
used to denote the meaning N(A) of A. 
The algorithm A simulates the program p iff A transforms the codification of the 
sequences ofnumbers to which p applies in the same way as p transforms the sequences 
themselves, i.e., ~[  Dom(ib ) = C/~. The algorithm A compiles correctly SL into TL  
iff A naturally transforms every program p of SL into an algorithm A(p) of TL  which 
simulates p. 
4. THE COMPILER 
We write now an actual compiler C (a Markov algorithm) which will later be 
proved to compile correctly SL into TL.  The following abbreviations will be used in 
the formulas (productions) of the compiler. 
To replace the program ZERO 
z: = IDA] [~a]]. 
To replace the program SUC 
S: = [DA]] ~[]a Nb]] 
[[]B~ [[]bL 
To replace the program PRED 
P: = [IDA V1B~ ~[Za~ 
~[ZA~ [~a~ 
~DB] ~Db~. 
The next two abbreviations will be used in compiling a RISHIFT program 
U 1 .*= [EJA 2 [~B~ iras2//2 [~B2]] 
[r~B ~ W1B~ [r[BB 2 [BB~ 
[F89 2 [:]A~ [~A 2 U]A311 
[~B~ [:]A~] [[2B ~ [2A3i] 
~[~A a ~A~ ~SA 3 ~A~ 
[[~B 3 VIAl ~[]B a NA 3] 
[IDA a DB] [[ZA a DB 3] 
[[~B 3 [~B~ [[~B ~ V-1B~ 
U~: = ~[]A~ [[3a? 
[~B ~] [~b]. 
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The next two abbreviations will be used in compiling a LESHIFT program 
V~: = [~[~A u ~A ]] [~A a [~A~ 
[[~A ~ ~B ~ ~[~B ~ [~AZ~ 
~[-]B ~ f-IA~] [[~A ~ [~Ba~ 
[~A~ ~A ~ Z?A~ 
V~: = ~A~ ~a~ 
The next four abbreviations will be used in compiling a LOOP program 
W~: : ~DA DA~ ~DA C3A~ 
~DA DB2~ I[DA DB~ 
[[DB NB~ I]~n DBi] 
W2: : [-[~A a [Z]A]] [[[--]a] 
[Ela Z~A~ ~Da Sa~ 
lNa s ~Da U]bl 
~Nb [~A] [[[Zb V14 
[[[ZA a [~B? ~DA 4 W~Ba~ 
[~A 4 DA~ [/DA 4 DA4~ 
~DA ~ DB] [~A ~ I~B~]] 
[~B 4 V1A] ~[~B ~ DA4~ 
~DB ~ [Sn~] ~[~B~ I5]B~]] 
Wa: = ~]A~ [[~Aa~ 
W~: = ~A~ ISA~. 
We are now ready to give the compiler C, which we write as a sequence of word 
pairs omitting external double brackets ~ and ~ and using the following auxiliary 
characters: % fi, y, 3, i, j, h, k. The way of working of the compiler can be explained 
in few words as follows. First, basic programs ZERO, SUC and PRED are replaced 
everywhere in the body of the program to be compiled by the respective pieces of 
code, Z, S and P. Afterwards, nonbasic programs are handled by starting from the 
innermost ones. To this end the auxiliary letters are used which, lifted through the 
program, introduce new pieces of code or modify pieces of code obtained previously. 
We will insert a comment in braces before every section of the compiler to give 
informal explanations. 
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{comment: The first section is intended to replace basic programs} 
ZERO Z 
SUC S 
PRED P 
{comment: The next two sections complete the compilation of RISHIFT programs} 
@2) a [] A [~Aao~ 
a [ ]  B [2]B3cr 
(a3) ~ U 2 
v~B 
{comment: The next two sections complete the compilation of LESHIFT programs} 
(f12) fi [] A []A~fi 
fl [] B []B4fi 
f~v v~ 
(83) ~ v2 
veB 
{comment: The next two sections complete the compilation of LOOP programs} 
(72) 7 [] A [~A47 
7 [] B [NB47 
7 [] a [NA27 
7 [] b DB27 
~v v 7 
(73) 7 W4 
v e B - {a, 6} 
{comment: The next four sections transform the algorithm obtained previously for the 
program on the left in a compound program} 
(82) A3 3Ai 
B3 3Bi 
v3 3v 
0 ( 
vi iv 
(i) (i jh 
hi hh 
r  B} 
vffB 
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(h) 
(J) 
h [] a [laAh 
h [] b DbBh 
hv vh 
h; ;k 
j [3a  [~Aj 
j [~b DBj 
# vj 
j; 
v ~ B - {a, b} 
veB- -{a ,b}  
{comment: The next section transforms the algorithm obtained previously for !the 
k 
program on the right in a compound program} 
(k) k [] A DA~k 
k [] B [~B2k 
kv vk 
k) 
k 
veB 
{comment: The next sections tart the compilation of RISHIFT programs, LESHIFT 
programs, LOOP programs and compound programs} 
(al) RISHIFT[ Ulc~ [
(ill) LESHIFT[ V~fl[ 
(yl) LOOP[ WlW2Ws7 [
(~1) ];[ 8];[ 
5. THE COMPILER CORRECTNESS 
We can eventually state the following 
THEOREM. C compiles correctly SL into TL. 
Proof. We have to show that, for every p e SL, C is applicable to p and (~(p) 
simulates p, i.e., (~(p) ] Dom(#) ---- Cfi. To this end it suffices to show that for p e SL 
with Dom(#) = N k there is an A e TL  such that 
C(p) = A, 
A(R(m, "--mk)) ~ r(#(m, "-" mk)). 
We prove this by induction on the definition of SL. 
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Induction basis. As concerns the program zero, it holds that 
C: ZERO ~ Z --~ 
Z: R(A) = []A ~ [Na = r(0) -7 whereas ZERO(A) = 0(n) = 0; 
as concerns the programs SUC and PRED the proof is carried on analogously. 
Induction step. In the following we use the operator Tj which transforms sequences 
[ZA i and [~B i into [ ]A i+j and DB i+~, respectively (see [11]), and the operator ~-~ 
which transforms []a and [~b into [BA j and VTB j, respectively (see [11]). Moreover, 
to describe intermediate steps in a simple way, we introduce the following analogs of 
the codification R. 
Rdn 1 ... n,) := DAi ( [ ]B  i) . . . . .  [NAi([]Bi) '~k 
for every positive i. 
As induction hypothesis we may assume that for p ~ SL with Dom(~) := N ~ 
it holds that 
C(p) : a 
A(R(ml "" mk)) ~ r(/3(ml "'" m~)). 
Then, as concerns the program R ISHIFT  p, it holds that 
C: R ISH IFT  p 
R ISHIFT  A by induction hypothesis 
~-- UlnA by (~1) 
,~ Ua(A)T~ by (a2) 
w-- Ua(A)r2U~ -7 by (a3). 
Furthermore, if~(m 1 "" ink) converges, then by induction hypothesis A(R(ml "'" ink)) 
r(/~(m 1 "- rnT~)); and therefore, 
UI(A)r~u2 : R(rnom 1 ... m~) 
~- R2(mo) Ra(m~ ". m~) by U~ 
Rz(mo) r(#(m~..,  ink)) by (A) r~ and induction hypothesis 
r(mo) r(/~(ml ".. ink)) by U2 
-~- r(mop(ml "'" ink)) 
whereas R ISHIFT  p(mom 1 -"mk) ~ C~(mom 1 " mk) ~ m 0i3(ml "" mk). 
57I/IO/3-5 
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If, on the other hand,/3(m i "- me) diverges, then by induction hypothesis A is not 
applicable to R(m i ... me) and therefore also Ui(A)r2U2 is not applicable to 
R(momi "'" me); whereas also RISHIFTp(mom i ""me) diverges. We conclude 
C(RISHIFT p) ] Dom(RISHIFT p) = C(RISHIFTp). 
As concerns the program LESHIFT p the proof is carried on analogously using the 
formulas under (ill), (fi2), (f13). As concerns the program LOOP p, it holds that 
C : LOOPp 
LOOP A 
~-- WIW~WaTA 
W1W.,Wa((A)~")*~7 
WlW~W~((A)~)"W~ -
Set W := W1W2W3((A))T3) TM. Then, 
(1) 
(2) 
by induction hypothesis 
by (71) 
by (72) 
by (73) 
If for every i with 0 ~ i < j it holds/~i(m 1 ... me) = nl "'" ne with nl 4: 0, then 
W : R(m 1 ... me) 
R4(ml "'" me) by W 3 and W 2 
R2(~(ml."m~) ) by ((A)r3),~ and induction hypothesis 
R(i~(ml "-- mk)) by W 4 and Wx 
R(/5~-l(ma "- me)) 
R4( i5~-a(m~ "'" me)) by W a and W 2 
R2(/~J(m~ -" me)) by ((A)r3),2 and induction hypothesis 
R( ~(ma ," me)) by W4 and W 1 
W : R(Om~ ""me) 
R3(0) R(m2"'" me) by W 3 
r(m2 "'" me) -7 by W2 
Therefore i f j  is the least number such that 
~(m 1 ".. m~) = On2 ... nk , 
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it holds that 
whereas 
W : R(m 1 "" m~) 
R(/sJ(ml "'" mk)) by (1) 
-~ R(On2 "" n,) 
r(n2"'" nk) -7 by (2), 
LOOP p(ml ' "  mk) =/sV(ml "" mk) = n2"" nk. 
If, on the other hand, there is no such j, then W is not applicable to R(m 1 "" mk) 
whereas also LOOP p(m 1 "" m,) diverges. We conclude: 
(~(LOOP p) [ Dom(LOOP'-'~) ---- C(LOOP""~). 
Assume as induction hypothesis that for p, q e SL with Dom(~) ~ N n and Dom(~) -~ 
Codom(/5) = N k, it holds that 
~(p)  = A 
A(R(ml "'" mh)) ~ r(/5(ml "'" mh)) 
and 
~(q)  = B 
B(R(n l  . . .  n~)) ~ r (~(n l  "'" nk) ). 
Then, as concerns the program (p; q), it holds that 
C:(p;q) 
(A; B) 
(i'a; B) 
(jhtA; B) 
(A)*'+lktB 
(A)"+I(B)r* -7 
by induction hypotheses 
by (31) , (32) where t = ~ u 
for A ~ or B ~ in A 
by (i) 
by (h), ( j )  
by (k). 
Furthermore, if both ~(ml -" mh) and ~(nl "" n~) converge, then by induction hypoth- 
esis 
A(n(ml  "'" mh)) = r( f~(ml "" mn)) 
B(R(n I "" nk) ) • r (~(nl . . .nk)  ) 
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and therefore 
(A)~t~I(B)T* : R(m 1 "" m~) 
Rt+i(p(ml "'" m~)) by (A)*,+~ and induction hypothesis 
r(~(f i(ml "'" mh)))-7 by (B) r* and induction hypothesis 
whereas (p~) (ml  "'" mh) = (i3 o ~)(ma "'" m~) = ~(iS(ml "" mh)). If, on the other hand, 
either ~(m ,... mh) or ~(nl "'" nk) diverges then (A)'*+I(B) r* is not applicable to 
R(m 1 ."  m~) whereas also (P~) (ml  "'" mh) diverges. We conclude: 
C (p~)  ] Dom(p;'-~) = C(p;"~). 
Th is  completes the proof. 
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